
PUBLICATION BANS FOR COURT CASES
What is a publication ban? 
A publication ban is an order made by the court that  
prevents anyone from publishing, broadcasting, or  
transmitting (such as sharing on social media) any  
information that could identify a victim, witness, or  
other person who is the subject of the order. Many  
of the rules governing publication bans are set out  
in the Criminal Code. 

Publication bans enable victims and witnesses,  
and others, to participate in the criminal justice  
system without suffering the negative consequences  
of being publicly identified. In some circumstances,  
publication bans can also be ordered to prevent the  
disclosure of information that could identify a juror,  
prosecutor, or judge. Publication bans may also be  
ordered in cases related to organized crime,  
terrorism, or national security. 

The length of a publication ban will vary on a case to 
case basis. Some are in effect until they are removed 
and others are only in effect for a specified time period. 

Publication bans aim to: 

• encourage victims of sexual offences to report  
under reported crimes by protecting their identity 

• protect the identity of a juror 
• protect victims and vulnerable witnesses 
• prevent the name of a young person charged  

with a crime from being published
• reassure victims and witnesses who are  

afraid to testify
• ensure a fair trial
• protect the privacy of justice system participants

What happens once a  
publication ban is ordered?
Once a publication ban is in place, any information 
that could identify the person who is protected by the 
publication ban cannot be published in any document, 
broadcasted, or transmitted in any way. Information that 
could lead to the identification of the person may include 
the name of the victim, details like where the offence 
took place, the relationship between the victim and the 
accused/offender, or the name of the accused/offender. 

The terms of the publication ban apply to everyone, 
including those whose identity is protected by the 
publication ban. This means that, with some exceptions, 
even the person whose identity or information is 
protected by a publication ban is not able to publish  
in any document or broadcast or transmit information 
that identifies them in connection to the crime.

There are exceptions set out in the Criminal Code  
for when a person protected by a publication ban  
would be allowed to speak about certain information.  
For example, publication bans ordered to protect the 
identity of a victim of a sexual offence do not apply to:

• the person who is the subject of a publication  
ban who discloses information about themselves,  
in any forum and for any purpose, as long as they 
don’t reveal the identity of someone else who is  
the subject of a publication ban 

• the person who is the subject of the publication 
ban if they disclose information to a health care 
professional, support group, counsellor, legal 
professional, or to someone in a relationship  
of trust with them (e.g., a close friend  
or family member)



Process for a publication ban to be ordered
There are two main processes for publication bans, depending on who they seek to protect. One type is mandatory, 
meaning that if it is requested it has to be ordered, and the other is discretionary, meaning that a judge will need to 
decide if the publication ban is in the best interest.

Mandatory bans
If requested, it must be ordered. 

These bans apply to: 

• victims of sexual offences
• witnesses of sexual offences that are under 18
• all victims who are under 18 (regardless of the offence)

In all cases, victims and witnesses must be informed by the prosecutor that they have the right to request the 
revocation or modification of the order.
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Discretionary bans
Anyone who wishes to have a publication ban can ask for one. If requested, a judge or justice will  
decide if a publication ban is in the best interest. 

These bans apply to: 

• any victim above the age of 18
• any victim or witness not covered by a mandatory ban
• in certain cases, justice system participants (such as jurors, judges, prosecutors)

In all cases, victims and witnesses must be informed by the prosecutor that they have the right  
to request the revocation or modification of the order.
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How does the judge or justice decide to  
order a discretionary publication ban? 
In cases where a publication ban is being considered for 
a victim/witness or justice system participant, the judge 
or justice will consider the wishes of that person. There 
are also a number of statutory factors that must be 
considered, including: 

• the right to a fair and public hearing
• if there is a real and substantial risk that the  

victim, witness or justice system participant  
would be harmed if their identity was disclosed

• if the order is needed to protect a victim,  
witness or justice system participant’s security  
or to protect them from intimidation or retaliation

• society’s interest in encouraging the reporting  
of offences and the participation of victims, 
witnesses, and justice system participants in  
the criminal justice process 

Can a publication ban be modified  
or revoked?   
A victim, witness, or justice system participant may 
decide that they no longer want to be the subject of 
a publication ban or they may wish to have certain 
conditions modified. If that is the case, they should 
inform the prosecutor who will, as soon as possible, 
make an application on their behalf. In some cases,  
a victim or witness may wish to retain their own  
legal representative to apply to modify or revoke  
the publication ban for them. 

If the Court is of the opinion that modifying or  
revoking the order would not affect the privacy  
interests of another person subject to any publication 
ban order, they must grant the application without 
holding a hearing. Otherwise, the Court must hold a 
hearing to see if the order can be modified or revoked.

What is the process to modify or revoke a publication ban?
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What recent changes were made  
to publication bans?
On October 26, 2023, changes to the Criminal Code 
came into force that amended the publication ban 
provisions for victims, witnesses, and justice system 
participants. Those changes aimed to:

• require more direct conversations with victims  
about whether a publication ban should be imposed

• provide victims, witnesses, and justice system 
participants a clearer voice in the criminal justice 
process and to be treated with compassion,  
respect, and dignity

• improve the process to modify and revoke 
publication bans to make it clearer and easier  
to follow

• make it clear that a person who is the subject of 
a publication ban can share their own information 
in certain circumstances, including in private 
conversations and to seek support

• provide clarity that the opinion of the accused  
or offender is not a relevant factor in the revocation 
or modification of a publication ban
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• clarify when a prosecution for a breach  
of a publication ban shall not occur

• provide protection to victims, witnesses and  
justice system participants who choose to keep  
the publication ban in place but still want to share 
their personal information

These changes have immediate effect and  
apply to all publication bans issued under sections  
486.4 and 486.5 of the Criminal Code, including  
those that had already been issued. 

Where is more information available?  
If you or someone you know are a victim of crime, there 
is help. All provinces and territories offer services for 
victims of crime and can provide support if you need 
information or other assistance. The Victim Services 
Directory can help you find victim services near you.

To learn more about your rights under the Canadian 
Victims Bill of Rights, or to register a complaint,  
contact the Office of the Federal Ombudsman for 
Victims of Crime. 

https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/victims-victimes/vsd-rsv/index.html
https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/victims-victimes/vsd-rsv/index.html
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.victimsfirst.gc.ca%2F&data=05%7C02%7CCatherine.Leroux%40justice.gc.ca%7C98e77daa7c344b2ee7cd08dc58dbd0a0%7C44c0b27bbb8b4284829c8ad96d3b40e5%7C0%7C0%7C638482948318786127%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5YMO8NG%2FXnWBIOfcNVgiNMLrq7vZU5f97c2Q2jix2QM%3D&reserved=0
https://can01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.victimsfirst.gc.ca%2F&data=05%7C02%7CCatherine.Leroux%40justice.gc.ca%7C98e77daa7c344b2ee7cd08dc58dbd0a0%7C44c0b27bbb8b4284829c8ad96d3b40e5%7C0%7C0%7C638482948318786127%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=5YMO8NG%2FXnWBIOfcNVgiNMLrq7vZU5f97c2Q2jix2QM%3D&reserved=0

